INTRODUCTION
Pathogen detection by pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs), such as the Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and the RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs), activate a network of transcription factors (TFs) that regulate host defense genes (1) . The TFs interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), IRF5 and IRF7 (IRF3/5/7) are central to PRR signaling in response to viruses and intracellular pathogens with distinct, yet overlapping, roles in host defense (1) (2) (3) . IRF3/5/7 reside predominantly in the cytoplasm and upon PRR-induced phosphorylation they dimerize and translocate to the nucleus to promote gene transcription (4, 5) . Upon activation, IRF3/5/7 induce both common and factor-specific target genes (1, (5) (6) (7) , but they can also function antagonistically (5, 8) . For example, IRF3 can repress (IFNA10, IFNA22) or enhance (IFNA1, IFNA7) IRF7-dependent gene activation (5) . Despite their central role in the response to pathogens, little is known about the mechanisms by which IRF3/5/7 target overlapping gene programs.
IRFs share a conserved N-terminal DNA-binding domain that recognizes a consensus 5 -AANNGAAA-3 DNA sequence found upstream of many virus-and IFNinducible genes (1) . Activated IRF3/5/7 function as dimers that recognize the longer composite dimer site 5 -A/GNN GAAANNGAAA-3 ( Figure 1A ), referred to as the IFNstimulated response element (ISRE) (6) . Despite a shared ability to bind to consensus binding elements, the inherent DNA-binding differences between IRF3/5/7 may partially account for regulatory differences (6, 7, 9) . In virusinfected BJAB lymphoma cells, expression of exogenous IRF5 or IRF7 induced 568 and 630 target genes, respectively (10); however, only 371 (∼60%) of the genes were induced by both proteins, suggesting that DNA-binding differences led to alternate target genes. Similarly, studies examining the regulation of the type I IFNs by IRF3/5/7 have revealed inherent DNA-binding and regulatory differences for each factor, and attributed regulatory differences to dimer-specific binding to the viral-response elements (VREs) in the type I IFN gene promoters (10) (11) (12) (13) . The full extent of IRF3/5/7 DNA-binding differences and their impact on dimer-specific gene regulation remains unclear.
To better understand the scope of IRF3/5/7 DNAbinding differences and their role in defining dimer-specific target genes, we have used protein-binding microarrays (PBMs) to characterize the DNA-binding landscape of IRF3/5/7 dimers. We used constitutively dimeric, phosphomimetic mutants of IRF3 (14, 15) , IRF5 (7) and IRF7 (16) ( Figure 1B ) to best characterize the active dimeric form of the IRF proteins. We examined the binding of IRF3/5/7 homodimers to thousands of ISRE-type elements to characterize both common and dimer-specific DNA binding features. To explore the role of binding affinity in the regulation of type I IFN genes, we characterized IRF3/5/7 binding to the VREs of all human and mouse type I IFN genes. Finally, integrating our PBM data with gene expression data, we relate DNA binding affinity to gene regulatory specificity. Our results provide new insights into the role and limitations of affinity as a distinguishing mechanism of IRF3/5/7 gene expression and function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

IRF3/5/7 expression, purification and mutagenesis
Wild-type human IRF constructs were cloned into the Gateway vector system (LifeTech) for propagation, mutagenesis, and protein expression. Phosphomimetic constructs for IRF5 and IRF7 (IRF5(4D) (7), IRF7(8D) (16) ) were made by site-directed mutagenesis using the QuikChange Lightning (Agilent) and NEB Q5 (New England Biolabs) site-directed mutagenesis kits following the manufacturer's instructions. Phosphomimetic construct IRF3(6D) (14, 15) was codon optimized for Escherichia coli expression and synthesized as an IDTgBlock (Integrated DNA Technologies) with Gateway AttB sites then subsequently cloned into the Gateway vector system. GST-IRF5(4D)(pDEST15) and GST-IRF7(8D)(pDEST15) were expressed using the OverExpress C41(DE3) E. coli strain (Lucigen) co-transformed with the pRare tRNA plasmid (Novagen). Transformed bacteria were propagated on Terrific Broth (TB) + 1% glucose + antibiotic plates. Protein expression was carried out in TB + 1% glucose + antibiotic with an initial outgrowth at 37
• C up to OD of 0.6 followed by 0.5 mM IPTG induction and expression at room temperature (∼20
• C) for 5 h. Addition of glucose to media (to suppress leaky protein expression) and co-transformation with pRare plasmid (to enhance translation) lead to the highest yield of full-length protein. Codon optimized GST-IRF3(6D)-6xHis(pDEST15) protein was expressed using BL21(DE3) E. coli co-transformed with the pLysS plasmid. Transformed bacteria were propagated on TB + antibiotic plates and protein expression was carried out in TB + antibiotic media with an initial outgrowth at 37
• C up to an O/D of 0.6 followed by 0.2 mM IPTG induction and expression at room temperature for 5 hours. Bacterial cultures were pelleted and stored at -80
• C until lysis and purification. IRF5 and IRF7 were purified with glutathione-S-transferase (GST) affinity chromatography using GSTrapFF columns (GE Healthcare) and an AKTApurifier-10 Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography device (GE Healthcare). The binding and elution buffers recommended in the GSTrapFF manual were used and supplemented with 1mM PMSF serine protease inhibitor (binding: PBS, pH 7.3 [140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , 1.8 mM KH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.3] + 1 mM PMSF; elution: 50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM reduced glutathione, pH 8.0 + 1 mM PMSF). Sample was buffer exchanged into binding buffer + 20% glycerol using Amicon 30k MWCO filtration spin units (EMD-Millipore) then snap frozen and stored at -80
• C. Protein concentration was estimated using Coomassie Plus Bradford assay (Pierce). IRF3 was tandem affinity purified first using immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (C-terminal-6xHis tag) followed by GST affinity chromatography (N-term-GST tag). His purification was carried out using HisTrapFF columns (GE Healthcare) and the buffer conditions recommended by the manufacturer (binding buffer: 20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, pH 7.4; elution buffer: 20 mM sodium phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, pH 7.4). Buffers were supplemented with 1 mM PMSF serine protease inhibitor. Sample was buffer exchanged into GST-binding buffer using an Amicon 30k MWCO filtration spin unit. GST-tag purification was carried out as described for IRF5 and IRF7. IRF5(K96S) and IRF7(S101K) DNA binding domain mutations were made with In-vivo Assembly (IVA) site directed mutagenesis (17) . IRF-DBD mutant proteins were expressed and purified as described above.
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PBM design
Our IRF-specific PBM design included both synthetic and genome-derived IRF binding sites. Synthetic probes: Microarray probes with synthetic sites were based on 108 seed IRF binding sites that were each 20-bp long (for 2-bp halfsite spacers), and 54 seed sites that were 21-bp (for 3-bp half-site spacer). Seed IRF sequences were within constant flanking DNA sequence ( Figure 1A ). For each seed sequence, we included all single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) across the 20-bp or 21-bp long site, for a total collection of 10 044 synthetic IRF sites. For each unique IRF site, six replicate probes were included in each orientation (12 replicates per unique site). The 162 seed sequences were chosen based on IRF binding sites from the literature, available HT-SELEX datasets (18) , and preliminary PBM experiments(data not shown). Seed sequences were selected to capture a range of binding affinity, and to include alternate core sequences (i.e. alternates to the canonical 5 -GAAA-3 core). This seed+SNV design allows us to directly compare IRF-specific DNA binding preferences across the IRFbinding sites in a straightforward manner, and to generate position weight matrices (PWMs) with relatively small number of sequences (see below). Genome-derived probes: Putative IRF binding sites from the promoters of type I IFN genes, and from published cis-regulatory elements for other genes (e.g. CXCL10) were extracted from the genomes as 21-bp genomic fragments and centered on the microarray probes in an identical manner to the synthetic probes. The proximal promoters of the type-1 interferons and other cytokines were scanned using BioPython (v1.68; bio.motifs, bio.SeqUtils.lcc modules) and degenerate IRF consensus motifs with a 2-bp or 3-bp spacer length (Supplementary File 5). Sequences with a low stringency PWM score above zero and a sequence complexity score >0.5 were included in the array. These selection criteria were empirically selected to remove long poly-A runs present in the IFN promoters while still capturing potential IRF binding sites. To reduce redundant genomic probes, sites within 1 bp of each other were removed retaining probes with the PWM hit closest to the end of the PBM probe. To control for potential IRF binding site shifts, trimmed probes were generated by replacing the flanking regions of the IRF-PWM with a low/moderate affinity constant sequence as determined in preliminary array designs (data not shown). Genomic loci and full PBM probe sets are provided (Supplementary Files 1 and 2).
PBM experiments and analysis
PBM experiments were performed using custom-designed microarrays (Agilent Technologies Inc. AMADID 084215, 4 × 180K format). Microarrays were double stranded as previously described (19, 20) . Wash steps were carried out in coplin jars on an orbital shaker at 125 rpm. Double stranded microarrays were first pre-wetted in PBS containing 0.01% Triton X-100 for five minutes, rinsed in a PBS bath, and then blocked with 2% milk in PBS for 1 h. Following the blocking step, arrays were washed in PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 for 5 min, then in PBS containing 0.01% Triton X-100 for 2 min and finally briefly rinsed in a PBS bath. Arrays were then incubated with the protein sample(s) for 1 h in a binding reaction containing: 2% milk with 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5; 50 mM NaCl; 2 mM DTT; 0.2 mg/ml BSA; 0.02% Triton X-100; and 0.4 mg/ml salmon testes DNA (Sigma D7656). See Supplementary File 4 for protein samples and concentrations. After protein incubation, microarrays were washed with PBS containing 0.5% Tween-20 for 3 min, then in PBS containing 0.01% Triton X-100 for 2 min followed by a brief PBS rinse. Microarrays were then incubated with 20 g/ml of Alexa Fluor-488 conjugated Anti-GST antibody (LifeTech, Cat# A-11131) in 2% milk in PBS for 20 min. Excess antibody was removed by washing with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 for 3 min, then PBS for 2 min. Microarrays were scanned with a GenePix 4400A scanner and fluorescence was quantified using GenePix Pro 7.2. Exported data were normalized using MicroArray LINEar Regression (19) . Microarray probe sequences and fluorescence values from each experiment are provided (Supplementary File 1) . IRF dimers exhibit an orientation-specific bias in our PBM experiments; therefore, data from probes in a single orientation (i.e. ' o2 probes in Supplementary File 1) was used in our final analysis. However, all results were observed for probes in both orientations.
PBM experiments for the IRF3/5/7 phosphomimetic dimers were performed at four separate protein concentrations for each IRF dimer (Supplementary File 4) . A saturation-binding curve was fit independently to the fluorescence values for each probe sequence:
F is probe fluorescence, F max is max fluorescence, [P] is applied protein concentration, K d is dissociation constant. We previously showed that this approach can accurately estimate relative binding affinities over a wide affinity range (21) . Curve fitting was performed in the statistical package R using the optim function (method--'Brent', F max --highest fluorescence value on PBM at highest protein concentration) with the cost function: 
z-scores provide an internally consistent way to quantify the specificity above background for measurements in each experiment.
SNV method for constructing position frequency matrices (PFMs)
PFMs can be constructed using the PBM z-score values of a single seed sequence (i.e. starting sequence), and the 3 × 21 associated SNV sequences. In the low-protein limit (i.e. when [P] << K d ), z-scores are related to log(F) ∼ log(K d ) ∼ E, where E is the binding free energy. Therefore, starting from an individual seed sequence, we compute the relative base preferences for base k at position i as a probability based on the Boltzmann distribution:
z ik --z-score for this particular seed sequence with SNV k at position i. ␤--a normalization factor chosen to maximize the correlation between the PFM scores and the PBMmeasured log(K PBM ) values. We found that ␤ = 1 worked well for all our experiments. Using this approach, we can generate a PWM from a single seed and its complement of SNV probes. To generate a representative PFM for a PBM experiment we determine individual PFMs using the 15 topscoring seed sequences and average the 15 individual P ik values to determine an average PFM for the experiment. Logos were then generated using the ENOLOGOS webserver (22) , with background frequencies set to equally probable.
To identify base positions that are discriminatory for a single dimer, we systematically analyze our PBM data to find single-base changes that abrogate binding of one IRF dimer but not another. Specifically, to identify base positions that discriminate between two dimers, we analyze the binding to all pairs of DNA sequences that differ by a single base (i.e. SNV pairs). SNV pairs are identified where one IRF dimer is bound with high-affinity to both sequences (z-score > 8.0 for both probes, and z-score difference between probes < 3.0) while the other IRF dimer is bound with high-affinity to one probe (z-score > 8.0) but with low affinity to the other probe (z-score < 5.0, and z-score difference between probes > 5.0). Identifying all such SNVs reveals base positions and variants that provide strong discrimination between IRF dimers.
Electro-mobility shift assays (EMSAs)
IRF binding mode EMSAs ( Figure 3C ): DNA probes were formed by annealing complementary oligos: monomer (5 -GCACCGCTAACCGAAACTGTGC-3 ); proximal dimer (5 -GCACCGCTAACCGAAACCGAAACTGTG C-3 ) extended dimer (5 -GCACGCTAACCGAAACGCT AACCGAAACTGTGC-3 ). Single stranded DNA oligos were annealed at 100 M concentration in TE buffer + 50 mM NaCl (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). Probes were denatured at 95
• C for 2 min in a dry-heating block which was allowed to cool to room temperature. IRF PBM probe EMSAs (Supplementary Figure  S1 ): 60-bp DNA probes were formed by oligo extension:
; Extension primer (5 -CAGCAGCGTCAAGCGAA TCAAGAC-3 ). Probes were double stranded using BST polymerase (New England Biolabs). Probe and primer were slowly annealed from 95
• C to 63
• C using a thermocycler with a 0.1
• C/s cooling rate in buffer containing 8 uM probe ssDNA oligo, 8uM extension primer, 1× ThermoPol buffer (New England Biolabs), 1.6 mM dNTPs (New England Biolabs). Four units of BST polymerase diluted in 1× ThermoPol buffer were pre-heated to 63
• C and quickly added to the annealed mixture. The isothermal double stranding reaction was held at 63
• C for 1.5 h, then double stranded probes were purified using a MinElute PCR purification kit according to manufacturer's instructions (Qiagen). DNA probe radiolabeling: Purified dsDNA probes were radiolabeled with [␥ -
32 P]-adenosine triphosphate (PerkinElmer) using T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (New England Biolabs) following manufacturer's protocol. Radiolabeled probes were purified using a QIAquick nucleotide removal kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Radiolabeling and purification yield were assumed to be 100% efficient for EMSA probe concentration calculations. EMSAs: Experiments were carried out as described (23) . Binding reactions were carried out in 20 ul volumes containing: 1 nM P-32 labeled DNA probe and PBM buffer with nonspecific DNA competitor (10 mM Tris pH 7.5; 50 mM NaCl; 2 mM DTT; 0.08% Triton-X100; 50 ng/ul poly(dI:dC) (LI-COR Biosciences); 0.005 ug/ul salmon sperm DNA (LI-COR Biosciences)). To prevent adsorption to tubes and pipette tips, protein samples were diluted to appropriate concentrations in reaction buffer + 1 mg/ml BSA (New England Biolabs). Reactions were incubated at room temperature for 45 min. Before loading into gels, 1 ul of 50% glycerol and 1 ul Orange Loading Dye were added to each reaction (LI-COR Biosciences). Reactions were resolved in 6% polyacrylamide gels (29:1 crosslinking) with 0.5× TBE running buffer at 10 V/cm in a 4
• C water bath until the loading dye front reached the bottom of the gel (∼2-3 h depending on gel length). Before drying under vacuum, EMSA gels were fixed for 30 min using a 20% methanol, 10% acetic acid solution then rinsed in ddH 2 O for 15 min and transferred to Whatman filter paper. Autoradiography was performed using a BAS storage phosphor screen (GE Healthcare). After overnight exposure, the phosphor screen was scanned using a Typhoon-Trio scanner (GE Healthcare). Typhoon square root space .GEL files were linearized using the ImageJ Linearize GelData plugin. To improve band visibility, the brightness of the linearized TIFF files was decreased by 25 units using Adobe Photoshop CS6.
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Reporter assays IRF3(6D), IRF5(4D) and IRF7(6D) were cloned into the N-terminal His-tagged protein mammalian expression plasmids (pDest26) (LifeTech). HEK293T cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco 11965092) + 10% FBS (Gibco 26140079). Cells were plated in tissue culture treated 96-well plates seeded at 12 000 cells per well and allowed to adhere overnight. PEI:DNA complexation reactions were carried out in 500 l of serum free media and cells were transfected using polyethylenimine (PEI) (Polysciences, Inc.) at a ratio of 2:1 (PEI:DNA). Each 96-well plate well received 10 l of transfection mixture containing: 12.5 ng of Tk-Luciferase normalization plasmid (pGL4.54); 10 ng of E1␣-eGFP carrier DNA; 12.5 ng of reporter plasmid (pNL3.1); and 1.25 ng of His-tagged protein expression plasmid (pDest26) or carrier DNA in background-expression controls. Cells were incubated with transfection reagent overnight and then cell culture media was changed. Cells were lysed and assayed 24 h after transfection using the Nano-Glo Dual Luciferase reporter assay system (Promega). Dual luciferase signal was quantified using a VICTOR-3 plate reader (PerkinElmer). NanoLuc reporter plasmid signal was normalized to the constitutive luciferase signal (i.e. signal from pGL4.54 plasmid) (NanoLuc/Luc). Fold-induction values for each Protein/Reporter combination were calculated relative to the background-expression signal for each reporter plasmid: (protein + reporter)/(control + reporter). Reporter assay conditions had at least three biological replicates and at least three technical replicates per biological replicate. Replicate sample sizes and descriptive statistics are provided in Supplementary File 6.
RESULTS
Characterizing IRF3/5/7 dimer binding with PBMs
PBMs are double-stranded DNA microarrays that enable the in vitro measurement of protein binding to tens of thousands of unique DNA sequences (19, 24) . To examine the DNA-binding specificity of IRF3/5/7 we used customdesigned PBMs. We designed a PBM that included 10 044 IRF-type binding sites spanning a range of affinities, halfsite sequences, and half-site spacing ( Figure 1A , Materials and Methods). To query base preferences across the IRF binding site, we designed the PBM to contain 162 distinct IRF binding sites and all possible single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) across a 20-bp sequence centered on the IRF binding site ( Figure 1A , Materials and Methods). This SNV-type PBM design allowed us to directly and comprehensively compare the base preferences of the IRF3/5/7 dimers across the IRF binding sites, and to construct position-weight matrix (PWM) descriptions of IRF3/5/7-DNA binding ( Figure 1D , Materials and Methods).
PBM and other experiments were performed using phosphomimetic variants of IRF3(6D) (14, 15) , IRF5(4D) (7) and IRF7(8D) (16) that have been previously shown to form the active, homodimeric form of each protein (Figure 1B , Materials and Methods). Previous studies examining IRF binding used monomeric DNA-binding domains (DBDs) (25) , or overexpressed the proteins in HEK293T cells in conditions not known to promote dimerization (18) .
Hereafter, the phosphomimetic proteins are referred to simply as IRF3, IRF5 and IRF7 (unless otherwise noted). The PBM experiments were performed with purified GSTtagged IRF3/5/7 homodimers at four concentrations, and relative binding constants (K PBM ) were determined for each sequence (Materials and Methods). We have previously shown this approach of integrating PBMs at multiple concentrations can reliably define relative protein-DNA binding affinities (21) . Log(K PBM ) values were transformed into z-scores based on the distribution of scores from 600 random DNA probes (i.e. a background set). We use z-scores to represent our PBM binding data.
To assess the quality of our PBM experiments, we examined the z-scores for known in vivo IRF target sites and our ability to capture known dimer-specific DNA-binding preferences. We find that known IRF binding sites are bound significantly better than the random background sequences ( Figure 1C ), demonstrating sensitivity in our assay. DNAbinding logos were constructed for the IRF dimers ( Figure  1D , Materials and Methods). While clear differences are evident for each IRF dimer, these logos are in agreement with reported ISRE sites (6) and logos generated from a highthroughput HT-SELEX assay (18) .
The IRF5 logo from our PBMs resembles a half-site logo with a single core 5 -GAAA-3 element. This logo matches the HT-SELEX 'monomer' logo, as opposed to the 'extended' logo that resembles the full-length logos determined for IRF3 and IRF7 that appear to contain two 5 -GAAA-3 elements (Supplementary Figure S2) (18) . For several reasons, we believe that this shorter logo represents a true dimer site but results from an IRF5 preference to engage more strongly to one ISRE half-site. First, if we relax the ␤ parameter in our logo generation procedure (Supplementary Figure S2 , Materials and Methods), we see the correct 5 -GAAA'-3 preferences appearing in the 5-prime half of the logo. This suggests that both half-sites are engaged by IRF5 proteins and that the base preferences are simply weaker for the 5-prime half-site. Second, with our SNV approach to logo generation, we can generate a binding logo for individual sites by altering the DNA base identities and monitoring the change in binding affinity. We find that while the majority of starting seed sequences (13/15) result in the shortened half-site logo (as in Figure 1 ), logos from a minority of seed sequences (2/15) appear longer, and match the extended-version of the IRF5 logo also identified by HT-SELEX. We find that these extended logos occur when the 5-prime half-site in the seed is a better match to the consensus 5 -GAAA-3 than for the 3-prime half-site (e.g. 5 -GAAANNGATA-3 ). These observations suggest that IRF5 binds as a dimer with an asymmetric half-site preference.
As a further confirmation of the PBM data, we compared PBM z-scores to electro-mobility shift assays (EMSAs) for select high-and low-affinity binding sites (Supplementary Figure S1) . We find that EMSAs qualitatively recapitulate the differential binding indicated by our z-scores: IRF3 zscores 11.4-6.3 correspond to >25-fold change in affinity and 11.4-3.6 correspond to >100-fold change in affinity; IRF5 z-score 16.4-2.2 correspond to >100-fold change in affinity; IRF7 z-scores 16.6-5.1 correspond to > 50-fold change in affinity. These results demonstrate that our PBM 
Common and IRF-specific binding sites
To investigate the nature and extent of IRF3/5/7 binding differences we compared the PBM-determined binding profiles for the IRF dimers (Figure 2A ). Consistent with binding logo differences, we observed IRF-specific binding preferences indicated by 'off-diagonal' data points that represent sequences bound much better by one IRF dimer than another. For comparison, pseudo-replicate IRF experiments showed no such off-diagonal data points ( Figure  2B ). DNA sequence preferences for the IRF dimers can be queried by examining the distribution of specific sequence subsets. For example, examining the z-score distribution of all sequences that contain IRF sites with the alternate 5 -GATA core elements (i.e. that match the pattern 5 -GAT ANNGATA-3 ) we see clear dimer preferences ( Figure 2C ). Specifically, IRF7 cannot tolerate these alternate core elements and, therefore, all sequences in the IRF7 experiment have z-scores indistinguishable from background (i.e. z-score near zero). In contrast, both IRF3 and IRF5 can bind sequences with this alternate core sequence. For IRF5, some of these 5 -GATA sequence variants score among the highest in our dataset; however, this is not the case for IRF3 indicating that IRF5 is more tolerant of this alternate core element. Pairwise comparison of our PBM data revealed many differences between the IRF3/5/7 dimers.
In general, base preferences that distinguish the DNA binding of IRF3/5/7 dimers from each other are apparent in their respective DNA-binding logos ( Figure 1D ).
For example, based on the logos, IRF3 appears more tolerant than IRF5 of base variants at most positions; however, this difference is most apparent at position 11 where IRF5 highly prefers a Cyt base. We can directly confirm this selectivity by analyzing our PBM data and identifying single-base changes (i.e. SNVs) that abrogate binding of IRF5 but not IRF3 (Methods and Materials). We identified eight such IRF5-abrogating SNVs in our PBM dataset, and all were C-to-G changes at position 11. For example, 5 -CCGAAACCGAAACC-3 was bound highly by both IRF3 (z-scores: 10.9) and IRF5 (z-score: 14.8), but the SNV 5 -CCGAAACGGAAACC-3 was bound well by IRF3 (zscore: 8.2) but not by IRF5 (z-score: 2.9). Base differences at position 11 largely explain the bifurcation seen in the PBM data ( Figure 2C ) in which IRF5 is bound poorly to a number of DNA sites that are bound with high affinity by IRF3. In a similar manner, we examined the selection against IRF7 binding observed in Figure 2C for the 5 -GAT ANNGATA-3 sequences. Comparing the logos of IRF5 and IRF7, we see that IRF7 is primarily more base selective at positions 7 and 8, suggesting that SNVs at these positions may differentially affect IRF5 and IRF7. We identified 50 sequence pairs in which a SNV abrogates IRF7 binding but does not perturb high-affinity IRF5 binding: 41/50 SNVs were A-to-{C, G or T} changes at position 8, which disrupts the IRF7-preferred Ade base, and 2/50 SNVs were A-to-T changes at position 7. For example, IRF5/7 both bound to 5 -CCGAAACCGAAACC-3 with high affinity (z-scores 16.6 and 16.4, respectively), but the SNV 5 -CCGACACCGAAACC-3 was bound well by IRF5 (zscore: 13.6) but not by IRF7 (z-score: 4.2). Unexpectedly, we also found 5 A-to-T SNVs at position 14 were selective against IRF7, but not readily expected from the logo comparisons. For example, IRF5/7 both bound to 5 -CCG ATACCGAAACC-3 with high affinity (z-scores: 14.9 and 9.8, respectively), but the SNV 5 -CCGATACCGATACC-3 abrogated IRF7 binding (z-score: 2.2) while IRF5 was largely unaffected (z-score: 12.0). This IRF5 (and IRF3) tolerance for a Thy at position 14 is indicated by a slightly weaker Ade selectivity in the logo. Pairwise comparison of IRF3/5/7 logos and our SNV binding data reveal features of IRF3/5/7 binding specificity that distinguish the separate dimers and highlight the impact that genomic SNPs may have on relative IRF3/5/7 binding and function.
Despite the binding differences observed for the IRF dimers, we observe common, high affinity binding sites shared by all three proteins. For example, the IRF high affinity probe ( Figure 1C ) is a top-scoring sequence for each IRF dimer and is consistent with the known canonical ISRE element. This shared specificity landscape for close paralogs, in which both common and dimer-specific binding sequences are observed, has been reported for a number of transcription factor paralog families (reviewed in (26) ). The existence of shared and dimer-specific sites provides a potential mechanism for the IRF dimers to regulate both common and dimer-specific genes.
Alternate ISRE half-site spacing
IRF3/5/7 binding has been reported for binding sites with both the canonical 2-bp spacer between each 5 -GAAA-3 (27) . Two sites (P1, P2) have a 2-bp spacer between GAAA-type half-sites (2-bp sites); one site (P3) has a 3-bp spacer. Error bars show the standard deviation of PBM-based z-scores to five replicate DNA probe sequences (z-score for each individual sequence was determined by fitting to experiments at different concentrations as described in Materials and Methods). half-site, as well as with a 3-bp spacer, hereafter referred to as 2-and 3-bp sites (27, 28) . However, DNA-binding logos determined using our PBM dataset (Figure 1 ), other in vitro methods such as HT-SELEX (18), or learned from ChIP-seq datasets (29) support a dominant 2-bp site. The X-ray crystal structure of IRF3 and IRF7 bound to the IFNB gene promoter demonstrates the binding of alternate IRF3 and IRF7 DBDs that support binding to both a 2-bp site ( Figure 3A , PRDIII) and an adjacent 3-bp site ( Figure  3B, PRDI) . Therefore, we sought to determine whether IRF dimers could bind to both 2-bp and 3-bp sites with similar affinities, and whether specific IRF dimers have individual preferences.
We first examined the binding of the IRF3/5/7 dimers to the variant ISRE elements found in the IFNB promoter for which there is structural evidence for binding to both 2-and 3-bp sites. The X-ray crystal structure supports a simple model of two adjacent IRF3-IRF7 heterodimers bound to the adjacent PRDIII (2-bp) and PRDI (3-bp) sites, P1 and P3, respectively ( Figure 3A) . However, there is a third possible ISRE element (P2) that spans these canonical elements ( Figure 3A) . We used PBMs to assay the binding of the IRF3/5/7 dimers to all three possible ISRE sites (Figure 3A) . We find that IRF3 and IRF7 bind well to both the proto-typical ISREs PRDIII and PRDI, and IRF5 binds well to PRDI. Notably, all three dimers bind most strongly to the 3-bp PRDI site. While we cannot determine the binding register from our PBM data (i.e., whether canonical residues contact the same positions in the 5 -GAAA-3 -type half-site), X-ray crystal structures (27, 28) suggest IRF dimers bind to the PRDI site in a 3-bp binding register. These results demonstrate that in the context of the IFNB promoter the 3-bp PRDI site is the highest affinity IRF binding site. Therefore, a description of IRF-DNA binding that does not include 3-bp sites will fail to capture functional binding sites.
To determine the impact of the spacer length on IRF binding, we examined the binding of IRF3/5/7 to 120 matched pairs of 2-bp/3-bp ISRE sites. Matched pairs differ by a single base in the spacer between half-sites (i.e. GAAANNGAAA → GAAANXNGAAA, Figure  3B ). We find that altering the spacing from 2-to 3-bp lowers the binding affinity for all three IRF dimers by a similar amount (mean delta z-score ∼ 5.0) ( Figure 3B ). These data suggest an explanation for the canonical 2-bp PWMs (i.e., binding models) described in the literature (18,29,30)--2-bp sites are higher affinity. However, despite the lower binding affinity to 3-bp binding site variants, we find that many in our dataset score well above background. For example, IRF7 binds to 559 of 3456 3-bp IRF site variants with zscores > 4.0. Therefore, many 3-bp sites in the genome are likely of sufficient affinity to be functional (e.g. PRDI in the IFNB promoter).
Previous studies (27, 31) have also proposed an alternate binding mode in which IRF dimers are bound to half-sites 8-bp apart (e.g.5 -GAAA(N) 8 GAAA-3 ). The extended binding conformation would allow IRF proteins to reside on the same side of the DNA helix (27) (Figure 3D) . We examined the binding of IRF3 to this extended site by electro-mobility shift assay (EMSA) ( Figure 3C ). We found that IRF3 binding to an 8-bp extended-dimer site was at least 100-fold weaker than to a sequence-matched 2-bp site. These results reaffirm that the preferred binding mode for IRF dimers is to closely-spaced half-sites (i.e. 2-bp and 3-bp sites), and not to an extended dimer site (i.e. 8-bp site). IFNA1  IFNA13  IFNA17  IFNA16  IFNA10  IFNA7  IFNA4  IFNA21  IFNA2  IFNA8  IFNA14  IFNA5  IFNA6   06 Regions in which the DNA base specificity is altered in the mutant IRFs are highlighted with red shading. DNA logos generated as described in Materials and Methods (i.e. SNV approach). (E) Multiple protein-sequence alignment for human and mouse IRF3/5/7 is shown. Alignment is limited to the portion of protein containing alpha helices 2 and 3 that contains the base-contacting residues that match our criteria to be specificity determining (see main text). Identically conserved residues across all IRFs are indicated with a ' * '; residues in which IRF3/5/7 are different (but conserved across species) are indicated with a ' | '. Putative specificity-determining residues are highlighted with shaded bars; our selected specificity-determining residue is highlighted in red.
Differential dimer binding to type I IFN gene VREs
IRF5 46 PWRHATRHGPSQDGDNTIFKAWAKETGKYTE---------GVDEADPAKWKANLRCALNKSRDFRL Irf5 46 PWRHATRHGPSQDGDNTIFKAWAKETGKYTE---------GVDEADPAKWKANLRCALNKSRDFQL
the primary type I IFN regulators (1, 33, 34) ; however, IRF5 can also regulate select IFNs (6) . Induction of the type I IFNs in virus-infected cells is primarily a consequence of IRF regulatory input from the promoter VREs (1,13). Despite their central role in IFN gene regulation, it remains unclear to what extent DNA-binding of IRF3/5/7 differs across the VREs.
To address the role of DNA binding in type I IFN gene regulation, we used PBMs to measure the binding of IRF3/5/7 to the promoters of all type I IFN genes from human and mouse. We measured dimer binding to all potential IRF binding sites found in the 250-bp immediately upstream of the IFN genes that encompasses the VREs. Considering only significant binding sites (PBM z-score > 4.0), we found there was little binding to the regions outside of the VRE (data not shown); therefore, we have focused our analysis on the VREs.
For both human and mouse, we observe binding for IRF3 and IRF7 to multiple sites within the VREs (Figure 4A and  B) . Studies have delineated sub-elements (A/B, C and D) within the IFN VREs that play critical but different roles in IFN regulation (11) (12) (13) 35) (Figure 4A and B) . We find differences in IRF3 and IRF7 binding profiles across the various VREs sub-elements. IRF3 and IRF7 bind with similar, though not identical, patterns to the VRE-C and VRE-D elements. However, they differ strongly in their binding to VRE-A/B elements--IRF7 binds VRE-A/B in most VREs (20/27), whereas IRF3 binds in only three (3/27) . It has been proposed, based on studies of mouse Ifna4 and Ifna2 genes (35) , that late-phase expression of IFNA genes is controlled by Irf7 binding to VRE-A/B, whereas early-phase expression is controlled by Irf3 binding to VRE-C. We show that for many IFNs (63%, 17/27) it is only IRF7 that binds to VRE-A/B, suggesting that late-phase expression driven by IRF7-VRE-A/B binding may be a common regulatory feature for most IFNs. The sequence logo for IRF sites in the human and mouse VRE-A/B (Supplementary Figure  S3) does not indicate a simple explanation for the IRF7 binding preference over IRF3. In contrast, we find that the majority of VRE-C elements are bound by both IRF3 and IRF7, with only the VRE-C of the mouse Ifna4 and Ifnab genes showing IRF3-exclusive binding, suggesting that the regulatory logic of early-phase IFN expression from VRECs may be more complicated.
Unexpectedly, we observed a near complete lack of IRF5 binding to the IFNA VREs. IRF5 does not bind to any human VREs, and only binds three mouse VREs ( Figure  4A and B) . As a control, we see strong IRF5 binding to regulatory loci for other IRF target genes, such as IFNB (36), IL10 (37) , and CXCL10 (1) ( Figure 4C ). The lack of IRF5 binding to the VREs is broadly consistent with the less prominent role described for IRF5 in the regulation of the IFNA genes (1, 6, 33) . However, given the large number of IRF binding site variants that can be bound strongly by all three IRF dimers (Figure 2A) , it is striking that the IRF binding site variants from human and mouse VREs would maintain their inability to bind to IRF5. The sequence logo for IRF sites in the human and mouse VRE regions (Supplementary Figure S3 ) highlights the sequence variability across individual sites and suggests a possible mechanism for the observed absence of IRF5 binding. There is a nearly complete absence of Cyt bases at positions 11 and 16 flanking the 5 -GAAA-3 core that are both highly preferred by IRF5 (Figure 1) . The evolutionarily conserved absence of IRF5 binding suggests a selective pressure against IRF5 binding to these loci that is based on selective use of binding sites variants bound preferentially by IRF3/7 (addressed more below).
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A single amino acid dictates the IRF binding selectivity to IFNA VREs
To examine how IRF5 binding is selected against in the VREs, we examined the multiple protein sequence alignment for IRF3/5/7 to find potential specificity-altering residues. We reasoned that residues critical to distinguishing IRF3/5/7 binding specificity would (i) vary between all three IRFs (but would be conserved between human and mouse orthologs), and (ii) make base-specific contacts with DNA. Based on protein-DNA interactions defined in available IRF3 and IRF7 crystal structures (27, 28) , we found three residues that fit these criteria ( Figure 4E ). We examined the IRF sites within the IFNA VREs and determined that selection against IRF5 binding was most likely due to DNA sequence features 3-prime to the canonical 5 -GAA ANNGAAA-3 ISRE sequence; therefore, we chose to examine the residue position in alpha helix ␣3 shown to contact DNA bases in this region ( Figure 4E, red highlight) . Given that IRF7 and IRF5 exhibited the largest differences in their binding profiles across the IFNA VREs, we made mutants in which we swapped orthologous residues between IRF5 and IRF7--IRF5(K96S) and IRF7(S101K).
We examined the DNA-binding of the IRF5(K96S) and IRF7(S101K) mutants by PBM experiment. Binding logos generated for the mutants revealed that the amino acid alterations at this position neatly swapped the DNA binding specificity for IRF5 and IRF7 at the 3-prime end of the DNA binding sites ( Figure 4D ). Mutations at this position had the effect of making IRF5 more tolerant of alternate bases in this region, while making IRF7 less tolerant (e.g., strong selectivity for a cytosine at base position 16). Examining the binding of the mutant IRFs to the IFNA VREs ( Figure 4A and B), we found that IRF7(S101K) had drastically reduced binding across the VREs compared to IRF7, while IRF5(K96S) showed increased binding compared to IRF5. These results identify this residue position in helix ␣3 ( Figure 4E ) as a key determinant of IRF binding specificity that can alter the base preferences in the 3-prime flanks of the canonical ISRE. Furthermore, base contacts mediated by residues at this position are critical for the selective binding of IRF7 over IRF5 across the IFNA VREs. Therefore, poor binding of IRF5 to VREs is partially explained by the bases flanking the core ISRE elements that are unfavorable for interaction with IRFs containing a lysine residue at this position in the DBD (i.e. IRF5 and IRF7 S101K).
Binding affinity contributes to ISRE function and selectivity
We next sought to determine the extent to which IRF3/5/7 binding differences translate into IRF-specific gene regulation. We examined whether IRF3/5/7-specific binding site variants discovered in our dataset would drive IRF-specific gene activation. Dimer-specific binding site variants (I3, I5, I7) that show preferential binding to IRF3, IRF5 or IRF7, respectively, were chosen from the PBM data ( Figure 5A and B). To relate our findings to IFNA gene regulation, we examined the impact of these site variants on gene expression in the context of the 250-bp human IFNA14 promoter. We observed no significant IRF binding to the IFNA14 VRE in our PBM experiments ( Figure 4A and B) , and others have similarly reported no IRF3/7 binding to this el- C AAAGAGAAGTAGAAAAAAACA  I3  GTCAGGAGAAGGAAACCTTC  I5  TAACCCATACCGATACCTAA  I7  GTCCCGAAACCCGAAAACGTC  I7-2 GTCCCGAAACCGAAAACGTC  C-2  TAACCGAAACCGAAACCTAA  C- ement (12) ; therefore, it provided a useful promoter context in which to examine the impact of binding site variants on gene expression. Binding site variants were inserted simultaneously into the VRE-C and VRE-D elements of the IFNA14 promoter and we examined the ability of each variant promoter to drive reporter gene expression in the presence of constitutively active IRF dimers: IRF3(6D), IRF5(4D) and IRF7(6D) ( Figure 5A , Methods and Materials). For reporter gene experiments, IRF7(6D) was used instead of IRF7(8D) as it is a stronger activating dimer (16) (Supplementary File 3) .
We found that dimer-specific binding sites can promote dimer-specific gene activation. Promoters with IRF3-and IRF5-specific sites (I3, I5) were selectively activated by IRF3 and IRF5, respectively ( Figure 5B and C) . However, affinity-independent mechanisms also appear to contribute to IRF binding site function. Promoters with IRF7-specific sites (I7) were strongly activated by IRF7 but, unexpectedly, also by IRF5 ( Figure 5B and C) . Furthermore, IRF5 drove expression from the I7 promoter at a 4.1-fold higher level than for the I5 promoter, despite the fact that IRF5 binds to I7 with lower affinity than to I5 (z-scores 3.4 and 10.7, respectively). We do not believe that heterodimerization with endogenous IRF proteins contributes to our ob-servation that affinity does not correlate with activity. IRF3 and IRF7 are expressed at low levels in our WT and transfected HEK293T cells (Supplementary Figure S4) ; however, in our unstimulated cell-culture conditions IRF proteins are not known to be active. Furthermore, we observe very low reporter gene activation with eGFP transfected in place of our active IRF dimers (data not shown), suggesting that the endogenous IRF3/7 are not active and would not contribute to gene expression. These data show that IRF3/5/7-specific gene activation depends on both affinity and affinity-independent mechanisms.
We next tested whether 'common' binding sites bound by all three IRF dimers would be functional for each dimer. We found that IRF3/5/7 all drove reporter gene expression from the C-2 promoter bound with high affinity by all three IRFs ( Figure 5B and C) . However, expression from the C-2 promoter was not the highest for any of the IRFs, despite C-2 being the highest-affinity binding site for all three IRF dimers ( Figure 5B ). For example, IRF7 expression was 6.1-fold lower from the C-2 promoter than from the I7 promoter despite having a much higher binding affinity (zscore 17.0 versus 9.5). This diminished activity for the C-2-promoters suggests that for IRF3/5/7 dimers high-affinity binding may depress gene activation (discussed more below).
Affinity-independent mechanisms of ISRE function
To understand affinity-independent mechanisms of ISRE function, we first investigated whether ISRE half-site spacing contributed to their activity. We compared the activity of binding site variants that differed only in their half-site spacer length (i.e. 2-bp versus 3-bp sites). Specifically, we compared the activity of a 2-bp (I7-2) and 3-bp (I7) version of our IRF7-specific site, and a 2-bp (C-2) and 3-bp (C-3) version of a high-affinity site common to IRF3/5/7 ( Figure  5A ). These matched pairs of binding-site variants differed only by a single base in the spacer sequence ( Figure 5D ).
Spacer variants for the common high-affinity sites (C-2 and C-3) actually led to similar expression levels for all three IRFs (Figure 5E ), despite the fact that all IRFs bind with lower affinity to the C-3 variant ( Figure 5D ). Similarly, spacer variants for the IRF7-specific site (I7-2, I7) also led to similar expression levels for IRF7 despite lower binding affinity to the 3-bp variant. This surprising congruence in activity for IRF-binding-site spacer variants suggests that either (i) 3-bp sites are more functionally active and can make-up for a lower binding affinity; or (ii) that DNA-sequence features, which are virtually identical between spacer pairs, are critical to the activity level of IRF sites.
Additional promoter comparisons clarify that DNAsequence features beyond spacer length influence the activity of IRF binding sites. First, binding sites with similar IRF binding affinity can exhibit different activity: C-3 and I7 have similar IRF7 binding affinity (z-scores 11.2 and 9.5), and the same spacer lengths, but I7 induces 6.5-fold higher gene activation ( Figure 5D and E). Second, we noted that the wild-type IFNA14 promoter, intended as a control in our assay, is activated by IRF7 despite low binding affinity to the WT-C and WT-D sites on PBM (z-scores < 4.0) ( Figure 5D and E). These data support a model in which IRF-site DNA sequence features, beyond half-site spacing, contribute to the regulatory activity of an IRF site in an affinity-independent manner.
To determine the DNA sequence features of IRF binding sites that may affect their activity, we compared the DNA sequences of the variant sites tested in reporter assays (Figure 5A) . The I7-2 and C-2 sites promote different levels of gene activation (from 2.6-fold for IRF3 to 6.1-fold for IRF7) despite having identical core ISRE sequences--C-2 and I7-2 share an identical 5 -CCGAAACCGAAA-3 core. Furthermore, the most transcriptionally active of these sites, I7-2, is lower affinity than C-2. This differential activity and DNA sequence similarity indicates that DNA bases flanking the 12-bp core element can modulate the transcriptional activity of an IRF site even at the expense of binding affinity.
DISCUSSION
IRF3/5/7 are central regulators of the host-defense program to pathogens (1-3). Here, we addressed the ability of inherent IRF3/5/7 DNA-binding differences to define dimer-specific gene regulation. We characterized the DNAbinding preferences of IRF3/5/7 homodimers, and identified both common and dimer-specific DNA-binding preferences. We demonstrate that dimer-specific binding sites can promote dimer-specific reporter gene expression, showing that sufficient DNA-binding differences exist for IRF3/5/7 to induce unique target gene sets. We also found that affinity-independent mechanisms contribute to IRF3/5/7 binding site activity and, therefore, may also contribute to dimer-specific gene regulation (discussed more below). Currently, there are no genome-wide chromatin immunoprecipiation (ChIP) studies for IRF7 and IRF5 that would allow a comparison of in vivo IRF3/5/7 binding to our PBM data. Specifically, there are no ChIP studies for IRF7, and the single IRF5 study (38) found no ISRE motif enriched in the IRF5-bound ChIP peaks, suggesting that under the conditions assayed IRF5 might not function as a canonical DNA-bound dimer. Genome-wide binding studies for activated IRF3/5/7 dimers would help to clarify whether the inherent DNA-binding differences described here, and in other studies (18) , define the distinct global binding patterns and gene regulatory programs for IRF3/5/7.
IRF3/5/7 are central regulators of type I IFN expression, and the host-defense response to viruses and intracellular pathogens (4, 6, 32) . To understand the role of DNA binding in IFN regulation, we mapped the binding of IRF3/5/7 dimers to all human and mouse IFN gene VREs. We found that IRF3 and IRF7 bind across many of the VRE subelements, but that the VRE-A/B sub-element is bound almost exclusively by IRF7. This suggests that the previously described role for IRF7-VRE-A/B binding to control latephase IFN expression (35) may be common to many IFN genes. Examining the landscape of IRF3/5/7 binding to the individual ISRE sites within the VREs, we find that for the 61 sites bound by at least one IRF dimer 93% (57/61) bound to IRF7, 60% (37/61) bound to IRF3, and only 5% (3/61) bound to IRF5. These data support the current understand-ing that IRF3 and IRF7 are the primary regulators of the type I IFNs (1, 6) .
The most striking results from our analysis of the type I IFN VREs was absence of IRF5 homodimer binding to all human and most mouse VREs. Our PBM binding data (Figure 2 ) demonstrate that there are many IRF site variants that can be bound by all 3 IRF dimers; therefore, the conspicuous absence of IRF5 binding to VREs from two evolutionarily distant species suggests that there has been selection against IRF5 homodimer binding to these loci. We demonstrate that a single amino acid difference between IRF7 and IRF5 was critical to their differential binding profiles across the VREs. Furthermore, this amino acid altered the binding preference for DNA bases immediately 3-prime to the canonical ISRE site ( Figure 4D ). Therefore, IRF5 homodimer binding to the VREs is inhibited by the evolutionary retention of specific ISRE variants with 3 -flanking bases that are unfavorable for IRF5.
IRF5 can regulate specific IFNA genes in a cell-and stimulus-specific manner (6, 9, 39, 40) . Furthermore, IRF5 forms heterodimers with IRF3, and IRF3 can enhance the recruitment of IRF5 to IFNA promoters in virus-infected cells (39, 40) . This suggests that IRF3:IRF5 heterodimers may be the dimer species critical for IRF5-dependent regulation of the IFNA genes, as opposed to IRF5 homodimers, which we find do not bind well to IFNA VREs. We propose that a heterodimer of IRF3:IRF5 could avoid the unfavorable IRF5 binding that we observe if the 3 -end of the binding site was occupied by IRF3. In other words, heterodimerizing with IRF3 would allow IRF5 to bind the VREs by avoiding the non-optimal half-site sequence. Future studies with IRF heterodimers should further clarify these selection rules for IRF proteins for the IFNA VREs.
Finally, analyzing the role of DNA-binding affinity in IRF3/5/7-dependent gene regulation revealed clear affinity-independent mechanisms. We found that DNA sequence features of IRF binding sites could enhance their activity even at the expense of binding affinity. Comparison of sequence variants revealed that these differences did not need to occur in the core ISRE motif, but could be in the flanking bases. For example, the C-2 and I7 sites have identical 5 -CCGAAACCGAAA-3 core sequences yet very different IRF7 binding affinity (z-scores 17.0 and 9.5, respectively) and IRF7-dependent gene expression activity (6.1-fold higher for I7) ( Figure 5 ). The mechanism of this uncoupling of affinity and activity remains unclear. However, a plausible mechanism is DNA-based allostery, in which IRF dimers adopt alternate protein conformations based on the DNA sequence of the binding sites and these structural differences affect gene activation. DNA-based allostery has been described for other factors, such as glucocorticoid receptors (41, 42) and NF-B (43) , where in certain situations affinity and activity do not correlate. Future studies should clarify these details and provide a clearer picture of how affinity-dependent and affinity-independent mechanisms regulate IRF activity. The PBM dataset of IRF binding sites sequences and affinities generated here will provide an invaluable framework for dissecting the roles of affinity and activity.
